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“It was very beautiful, in a Hollywood sort of way,” he said, in a
conversation at the Bolshoi early last month. “But this last time I
was struck by how it all seemed like a ritual. Everything was so
carefully programmed. I’d call it a sort of ‘virtual Onegin’.”

Chernyakov’s version is bound to be quite different. “It defi-
nitely won’t be a picture of life in Old Russia,” he said. “In fact,
time and place will be of no importance. I’m taking my inspira-
tion from the films of [Swedish director] Ingmar Bergman, with a
focus on the characters and their inner psychological lives, as
well as on shifts in the drama between reality and illusion. The
action is going to stress freedom and spontaneity.” 

To carry out his concept of the opera, the Bolshoi is providing
several casts of suitably young singers for the roles of Onegin,
Lensky, Tatyana and Olga, some of them brought in from else-
where as guest soloists.

For those who may miss the initial performances of
Chernyakov’s Eugene Onegin on the first four days of this
month, there will be more performances scheduled during the
season, with the next performances in November.

In the past, Chernyakov has combined his work in opera with
stints of directing spoken drama. Indeed, two  years ago, when
he received a Golden Mask for directing The Rake’s Progress,
his production at Novosibirsk’s Globus Theater of  the 18th-cen-
tury French playwright Pierre Marivaux’s La Double Inconstance

also garnered a Golden Mask.  Back then, the director declared
an intention to divide his time more or less equally between
opera and spoken drama. But in the meantime, he has had a
change of heart. “I mostly want to do opera,” he told me, and
added, with special emphasis - “Russian opera”.

And Russian opera it will be when Chernyakov takes on his
next two assignments. In March 2007, he directs Mussorgsky’s
Khovanshchina at Munich’s Bavarian State Opera, and later
next year he returns to Berlin to stage Sergei Prokofiev’s The
Gambler.  At this rate, it may not be very many more seasons
before Chernyakov has applied his touch to nearly all of the
standard Russian operatic repertoire.

Given the limitations imposed by restoration work on the Bol-
shoi’s main premises, and particularly a severe reduction in rehears-
al space, the theater has only one more operatic premiere on its
books for the current season;  a new production of Boris Godunov,
scheduled for next April and due to mark the first venture into live
theater by noted film director Alexander Sokurov.

FFoorr  tthhee  BBoollsshhooii  TThheeaatteerr  ppeerrffoorrmmaannccee  sscchheedduullee  
aanndd  ttiicckkeett  information, in both Russian and English, 
consult www.bolshoi.ru.
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